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ABOVE:  Pages from real print restaurant menus.  It’s easy and fun to collect menus from eating places           
of  various kinds—for formal dining, family meals, quick lunches, ethnic food, fast food, and so on.           

Just ask for the number of copies you need from local cafés, diners, coffee shops, stands, and         
other eateries—or from places you stop to eat when you travel. Download menus from the Internet.              

Or simply pick up all kinds of everyday realia your own mailbox, doorstep, or doorknob.   

I. REALIA ROLEPLAY

A s much as possible, students  
need to apply principles and 
rules they are learning about 

language and content to “real-life” 
situations they’re likely to encounter.

One way to bring “the outside world” 
into the classroom is to provide “realia” 
--authentic language materials that are 
part of everyday life in the community.  
These can be used for multi-leveled, 
multi-skills lessons/activities that give 
even the least confident students what 
they need to function aurally/orally.   

REALIA 
ROLEPLAY

SPECIFIC TOPIC OF IDEA I:  Restaurant conversations among waiters, staff, customers

MATERIALS:  For each group, a set of identical menus from a local eating place,
preferably with illustrations of dishes available, at least half as many menus
as there are students; writing paper
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2. Practice these and other conversations (about choices of soup, drinks, desserts;
about ingredients or methods of preparation of items; asking for the check, etc.)
with the class, having learners supply typical phrases for the blanks.  If the sets
of available menus are from similar types of restaurants, you can introduce words
for foods that appear often, showing pictures if available.  If they are from very
different kinds of eating places, these can be described and compared.

3. Divide the class into small groups. Distribute one set of menus to each group.
Students take roles: perhaps a host or hostess, a waiter or waitress, and a pair
or group of customers.  They practice a series of conversations that would be
typical for the restaurant whose menus they have.  Circulate around the classroom
to give necessary help.  If you ask the student actors to write down their
conversations (their scripts) to hand in later, they will probably ask more
specific questions about sentence structure, vocabulary, and the like.

4. In turn, “acting groups” present their REALIA ROLEPLAYS to the class.
After each "performance," ask comprehension questions (EXAMPLES:
What section did they sit in? Did they have appetizers or drinks?
What did each guest order? What kinds of specials were available?
Were their meals healthful?  Why (not)?  Did they have dessert?
Did they seem to be enjoy themselves? How much was the bill?).

Also, elicit comments from the class--perhaps language corrections,
suggestions for improvement, and questions; if there are many
advisable or possible changes, have the group (or another group)
act out the same or a similar situation again.

5. If time permits, groups can trade sets of menus to repeat the
activity.  Now that they are experienced, they can create an even
better (more interesting or entertaining) skit, play, or dramatization.
Alternatively, students can work together in different groups.

Host(ess): Good evening. How many in your 
party? 

Customer 1: . . . . . . . . . . . . . , please. 

Host(ess):  Smoking or non-smoking? 

Customer 2: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     

Host(ess): Would you prefer a booth? 

Customer 2: Couldn’t we sit at the counter? 

Customer 1: Uh . . . I’d rather have a table. 

Host(ess): There aren’t any tables available          
at the moment.  Would you like to 
wait in the bar?  Here are menus.  

Waiter/Waitress: May I take your order? 

Customer 1: Uh...not quite yet.  I think I need a little 

Customer 2: I’m ready.  Let’s see . . .  I’ll have . . . . . 

Waiter/Waitress: O.K. That comes with soup or salad. 

Customer 2: Salad, please. 

Waiter/Waitress: What kind of dressing would you like?  

Customer 2: What kinds do you have? 

Waiter/Waitress: We have . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 

Customer 2: I’m sorry. I didn’t get all that. Could you 
repeat the choices? 

INSTRUCTIONS 
If necessary, on a board provide sample dialog or conversation frames for eating/            
restaurant situations that might work well in REALIA ROLEPLAY.  Here are simple examples: 

ABOVE:  Everydayrealia like menuscan come in various shapes, sizes, and formats.
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LEVELS = HIGH-BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE 
 SUGGESTIONS FOR ADAPTATION 

On large index cards, provide lower-level groups complete sentence frames to              
work from--one for each brief interaction.  Learners use these to create their 
oral and/or written conversations.  Pre-prepared vocabulary lists might help, too.  

Encourage more advanced groups to ad-lib, including situational elements               
from their own experience (such as being unable to decide what to order,
receiving the wrong item, realizing that a dish contained a “forbidden food”         
they couldn't eat, suspecting that the bill is wrong, etc.).  Use actors’ spontan-
eously created or scripted skits/plays to stimulate discussion about real-life     
circumstances learners have encountered or that could happen in the future.

O THER AREAS OF APPLICATION: Conversations or interactions based on store ads ("What
can we buy?"), TV schedules ("What do you want to watch tonight?"), instruction manuals 

("How does it work?" "How do we put it together?"), bills (“I think there's a mistake.), bank or post 
office forms, work agendas or memos, invitations, greeting cards, signs, and other kinds of realia. 

POSSIBLE VARIATIONS
Instead of having groups create dialogs or interactions for any situations that

come to mind, set them up—or have each “team” do so for one another group.
For example, [a] a couple is on a blind date; they are unsure about who is going
to pay for the meal. Or [b] a family with small children goes out to eat at a
restaurant; the kids are unruly because there’s nothing on the menu that is
familiar.  Or [c] a group of “picky eaters” with different dietary restrictions,
preferences, and dislikes meet to share a family-style meal.

Based on the realia (the menus), groups create and perform dialogs or
conversations; listeners describe the situation and helps solve theproblems,
if there are any.  Or they suggest other outcomes based on different speech.

I. REALIA ROLEPLAY

ABOVE:  Many situations in everyday life, work, or education involve printed matter, text, and/or visuals  
that could be used for REALIA ROLEPLAYS.  These could be simplistic or detailed,  important or trivial, 

ordinary or creative, realistic or imaginary, serious or amusing, or simply engaging.   

RELATED Authors & Editors  MATERIALS:  Each chapter in the New Grammar Scenario Book One:          
Beginning to Use English Grammar in Context [ISBN 978-1-891077-93-7] begins with a Scenario—an everyday or 

absurd situation that invites the dialog and interaction of REALIA ROLEPLAYS.  Ideas for follow-up are plentiful.          
For more information and/or related suggestions,  go to the 2learn-english.com Online Catalog.  
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